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INNORISK
Exploring and managing future uncertainties in the business driven 
innovation process, focus in the implementation of new technology.

Research and development project aiming to enhance companies’
long range ability to  increase profitability,manage challenges and 
risks, renew their processes and create successful innovations in 
times of radical changes and crisis taking place in the business
environment.       
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Workshop Goals
• Expand your knowledge about the entrepreneurship, 

innovation  and opportunity / risk management tools
• Offer opportunities for networking with speakers and 

colleagues
• Build a multidisciplinary forum for innovation management 

and entrepreneurship
• Create a wide range of settings for open dialogue
• Identify and explore new methodologies and technologies
• Enhance your ability to recognize weak signals and future 

trends.



Entrepreneurship is risky?
• Peter F. Drucker

"Entrepreneurship, it is commonly believed, is enormously 
risky."

But
We, as experts of risk management, can say that nothing 
could be as risky as optimizing resouces in areas where 
the proper and profitable course is innovation, that is, 
where the opportunities for innovation already exist.



Programme
Day 1: Entrepreneurship and Challenge Management

Objective - To help understand what entrepreneurship is and whether 
or not it is for you.

Day 2:  How to use future research and foresight information in the 
creation of new business

Objective - To understand what needs to be considered with new 
ventures

Day 3: Conceptualization and new product development
Objective: The concept that the elements must be 
balanced => Business plans. To show how to give your new 
business concept the best chance to survive



Programme

Day 4: Commercialization - how to manage opportunities and risks
Objective – to prepare the attendees to make good decisions in 
uncharted territory and under pressure

Day 5: Strategy – Planninig & Realization
Objective - how to combine Entrepreneurship 
and Innovation management - Business Strategy (Planning and 
realization). To do what we have learned ethically and in a 
responsible manner.


